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PHISHING TESTING & 
CYBERSECURITY TRAINING

WHAT IS IT?
Fully Managed Phishing Testing & Cybersecurity Training empowers your employees 
with the knowledge and skills to stay cybersecure at work and home. With phishing 
simulations and hundreds of awareness and training resources, you’ll have everything 
you need to prepare employees to detect, report and defeat cybercrime, all while 
reducing risk for your organization.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Security Awareness & Anti-Phishing Training
Every organization — and every employee — is susceptible to phishing emails. This 
makes simulating a wide variety of phishing attack types crucial. Phishing Testing & 
Cybersecurity Training is designed to help you stay compliant with security awareness 
and training requirements, and inspire effective employee security habits. Keep 
employees engaged and deliver personalized education on key topics to your entire 
workforce:

 • Phishing
 • Password Security
 • Safe Web Browsing
 • Social Engineering
 • Mobile Security

 • Malware
 • Physical Security
 • Removable Media
 • Working Remotely

SOLUTION BENEFITS
1. Turn phishing clicks into teachable moments: Deliver training the moment your 

employee clicks a simulated phishing link. Highlight phishing red flags or share 
educational modules that deliver training in the teachable moment and reinforce 
good security habits. 

2. Simulate the most sophisticated attacks: Prepare your employees for the most 
challenging threats they will face by simulating the same spoofing techniques, 
typosquatting/URL hijacking and other common attack techniques scammers use.

3. Suspicious email reporting and automated analysis: Enable employees to 
report suspicious emails with the Phishing notification options, and automatically 
analyze employee-reported emails to quickly detect threats and orchestrate attack 
response.

Fully Managed is a leader in digital business transformation. 
As a ServiceNow Elite partner, we enable organizations 
to navigate and excel in the digital-first work world. Our 
mission is Creating Peace of Mind  through better IT, 
customer and employee experiences to make work flow!


